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35Watt & 65 Watt
Solar Attic Ventilation Fan

THE CUTTING EDGE IN SOLAR
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL VENTILATION

SolaSkyVent Commercial
Skylight Ventilation

Commercial 60Watt Solar
Ventilation Solution

SolaVent Reversable 30Watt
Gable Solar Ventilation

6" Riser

SolaSensorPRO™ Adjustable 
Temp & Humidity Sensor
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35Watt Solar Ventilation (Attic) Fan w/ Thermostat ATTIC FAN

Part Nr. MSRP
SRSF-35W10-BK (BLACK) $469.00

SRSF-35W10-WW (WEATHERWOOD) $494.00

SRSF-35W10-BR (BROWN) $494.00

*** SolaSensorPRO™ Fully Adjustable Temperature & Humidity Sensor (SOLD SEPARATELY) 

65Watt Solar Ventilation (Attic) Fan w/ Thermostat ATTIC FAN

Part Nr. MSRP
SRSF-65W10-BK (BLACK) $599.00

SRSF-65W10-WW (WEATHERWOOD) $639.00

SRSF-65W10-BR (BROWN) $639.00

*** SolaSensorPRO™ Fully Adjustable Temperature & Humidity Sensor (SOLD SEPARATELY) 
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35Watt Solar Ventilation Attic Fan, monocrystaline panels, up-to 1825CFM or 2955 sqft. of ventilation capacity, 12 
inch/ 5-blade 'TurboPro' styled custom nylon/polymeric blade. Brushless 6-24 VDC motor and thermostat and    
Fire-fuse. Patented  two piece design for easy installation and maintenance, embedded and adjustable angle solar 
panel brackets included. Automotive grade ABS main body for superior low-profile design, with all aluminum 
components, aluminum base and stainless steel fasteners. (15yr Warranty)

65Watt Solar Ventilation Attic Fan includes 1x 35Watt base unit with a 30Watt remote monocrystaline panel, up-to 
2280CFM ventilation capacity (3555sqft), 12 inch/  5-blade 'TurboPro'  custom nylon/polymeric blade. Brushless 6-
24 VDC motor, thermostat and fire-sure. Patent-pending two piece design for easy installation and maintenance, 
embedded and adjustable angle solar panel brackets included. Automotive grade ABS main body for superior low-
profile design, with all aluminum components, aluminum base and stainless steel fasteners. Both solar panels 
include adjustable angle bracket; embedded on main unit and second remote solar panel for optimal placement 
(10yr Warranty) . Remote panel is always (BLACK)
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SolaSensorPRO™ Fully Adjustable Temperature & Humidity Sensor

Part Nr. MSRP
SR-ULPTHJS01 & SR-ULPTHJS02 $58.85

Pictured: (left) Thermoball STND (FREE) w/ SR1800 Series ** Diagram above for SR-ULPTHJS01 ** 
               |  SolaSensorPRO™ (right) See Manual for more detailed instructions ***. 

The Thermoball is delivered standard with all SR1800 fans. However, since 2022 (SR1809 & SR1910) the Series has
been updated with a third ground cable.  To install the SolaSensorPRO you unplug the Thermoball, 2 plugs, and
then you will have three plugs available.  Match the color-coded plugs to the SolaSensorPRO (red, blue, black) 
and plug-in. Your ready to go!

NOTE: if you change the settings, it could take up to 50 minutes for the new configuration to take effect. 
The settings are instant, but the chip-based sensor (temperature and humidity) will need to recalibrate.
The SolaSensorPRO comes with a 5yr warranty so keep the original Thermoball just in case.
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The SolaSensorPRO™ is a patent-pending fully adjustable temperature (60-130 °F) & humidity (20-90 %rh) sensor. 
The thermostat is designed for ultra-lower power DC applications. Settings can be changed via onboard pin-switch 
to accommodate the environmental application the solar ventilation fan is installed for. The SolaSensorPRO is 
designed as an available accessory for the latest Solar Royal’s solar attic fans (SR1800).
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SolaVent™ 30Watt 'Reversible'  Gable Fan & Passive Vent Converter

Part Nr. MSRP
SRSV-1830 $389.00

3" Aluminum CURB Base for SR1800 Series FAN ACCESSORY

Part Nr. MSRP
SR-CB603 $120.00

6" Riser Adapter for SR1800 Series FAN ACCESSORY

Part Nr. MSRP
SR-R603 $89.00
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SolaVent™ 30Watt 'Reversible'  Gable Fan & Passive Vent Converter w/ thermostat, monocrystaline panel, up-to 
1500CFM of ventilation capacity, 12 inch/ 5-blade 'TurboPro' styled custom nylon/polymeric blade. Brushless 6-24 
VDC motor and thermostat. Includes ventilation unit for gable mounting and 30W remote solar panel (angle 
bracket included) with 20’ of UV/Weatherized cable.  (10yr Warranty)

The SR1800 Series 3” Heavy-duty Aluminum CURB base.  This accessory complements our primary solar 
ventilation attic fan.  This modular adapter was create to provide a curb base mount between installation surfaces 
and types: metal, tile, sod and other industrial applications where more clearance is required.

The SR1803 Series 6" (inch) Riser: This accessory complements our primary solar ventilation attic fan. 
This modular adapter was created to allow the user to add six inches between the base and hood (fan/solar 
module).  This additional clearance allows for installation on tile roofs, sod roofs, snowy areas, and other industrial 
applications where more clearance is required.
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60Watt Commercial Solar Ventilation

Part Nr. MSRP
SRCF-60W08-R (RIDGE FLASHING) $3,495.00
SRCF-60W08-F (FLAT ROOF FLASHING) $3,495.00

SolaSkyVents™ (Skylights w/Active Ventilation)

MSRP
Part Nr. Curb Mount
SRSKV-60W08-(4'x 4') 2'x4' PolyCarb Dome + 2 Fans $1,995.00
SRSKV-120W08-(4'x 8') 4'x4' PolyCarb Dome + 4 Fans $3,995.00
SRSKV-60W08-(4'x 8') 4'x6' PolyCarb Dome + 2 Fans $2,995.00
SRSKV-120W08-(4'x 4') 4 Fans $2,995.00

Flashing Mount
SRSKV-60W08-(4'x 4') 2'x4' PolyCarb Dome + 2 Fans $2,395.00
SRSKV-120W08-(4'x 8') 4'x4' PolyCarb Dome + 4 Fans $4,495.00
SRSKV-60W08-(4'x 8') 4'x6' PolyCarb Dome + 2 Fans $3,595.00
SRSKV-120W08-(4'x 4') 4 Fans $3,395.00
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SolaSkyVent professional grade polycarb skylights with integrated solar ventilation fans. Multi-functional skylights 
offer both natural lighting and active ventilation. No other product offers this combination. Delivered in 4'x4 or 4'x8' 
configurations. [Available in curb-mount or self-flashing  - 10yr Warranty ]  Deposit required (40%).

60Watt Metal Commercial "Reversible" Solar Ventilation. 2x 30Watt Units utilizing 2-Piece design. Ventilates up to 
4400 sq.ft. and up-to ~3350 CFMs (peak sun). High-grade galvalume and professionally powder-coated.                    
[Available with Ridge or Flat Roof Flashing - 10yr Warranty  ] . Deposit required (40%).
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30Watt Remote Solar Panel FAN ACCESSORY

Part Nr. MSRP
SR-30WRSPK $185.00

PowerShield Whole Home Surge Suppression ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Part Nr. MSRP
PJPS201 $299.50
    [ UPC Nr.: 638142929462  |  EAN Nr.:0638142929462  ]

** PowerShields are available in 50Amp (Single Phase), 200AMP (Three Phase), 400AMP (Three Phase)
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30Watt Remote Solar Panel, monocrystaline panel (19.5Volt, 1.53 amp), seven stage angle-lock bracket included 
with 24’ of UV/Weatherized cable. Made with high-grade Aluminum and stainless steel fasteners. SolarPanel with 
custom black background . 

TERMS:   Prices are FOB (Austin, Texas 78728) and based on quantity shipped unless otherwise agreed 
upon in writing by both parties.  All orders must be paid in full before shipped unless credit application is 
approved and/or accounts which are already established.  No product can be shipped if an account is past-
due.  If account is past-due; account must be paid  in full and a five day grace period before next shipment 
on terms can be processed. 2.) Partner agrees not to market the product in any way; (e.g. internet, flyers, 
promotions, etc.) under suggested retail price (MSRP) or risk losing partner status. 
3.)  Partner/Distributor is responsible for shipping insurance. 

The PowerShield Power Conditioning System offers a single-installation, cost-effective means of helping to protect 
the entire home from electrical spikes and surges while also monitoring and controlling the rate of incoming 
electricity in order to optimize the flow of power use and help diminish static-causing harmonics and line noise. 
Standard 200AMP (Single Phase) and available in other sizes at request.

200AMP (Single Phase)

ENERGY  EFFICIENCY  PRODUCT


